Abstract-Most work on wireless network resource allocation use physical layer performance such as sum rate and outage probability as the figure of merit. These metrics may not reflect the true user QoS in future heterogenous networks (HetNets) with many small cells, due to large traffic variations in overlapping cells with complicated interference conditions. This paper studies the spectrum allocation problem in HetNets using the average packet sojourn time as the performance metric. To be specific, in a HetNet with K base terminal stations (BTS's), we determine the optimal partition of the spectrum into 2 K possible spectrum sharing combinations. We use an interactive queueing model to characterize the flow level performance, where the service rates are decided by the spectrum partition. The spectrum allocation problem is formulated using a conservative approximation, which makes the optimization problem convex. We prove that in the optimal solution the spectrum is divided into at most K pieces. A numerical algorithm is provided to solve the spectrum allocation problem on a slow timescale with aggregate traffic and service information. Simulation results show that the proposed solution achieves significant gains compared to both orthogonal and full spectrum reuse allocations with moderate to heavy traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Densely deploying small cells is one of the major techniques to address the scarcity of spectrum resources for future cellular networks [1] . By reducing the coverage of each micro/pico base terminal stations (BTS), the capacity of a network can be significantly increased. With overlapping cells of all sizes, a heterogenous network (HetNet) almost always operates in the interference limited regime. Small cells may also lead to more pronounced traffic variations. Hence traditional frequency reuse and cell planning can be inefficient. Resource allocation according to traffic and demand conditions becomes highly desirable.
One conventional spectrum allocation scheme is fractional frequency reuse (FFR). Dynamic FFR can improve the sumrate and total throughput of a network through effectively mitigating inter-cell interference [2] - [4] . However these results are based on the assumption that traffic is backlogged at all BTS's. In a dense HetNet with dynamic traffic, physical layer performance metrics are not good indicators of user QoS, especially the delay experienced by a user. In this work, we focus on improving the average packet delay. With dynamic traffic, each BTS alternates between service and vacation periods, which introduces complicated inter-cell interference. A recent study in [5] points out that the backlogged traffic assumption, i.e., 'always transmitting/interfering', will exaggerate the contribution of each BTS to inter-cell interference. Hence we propose a traffic aware interference model to address this issue. The optimization problems in [2] - [4] are considered on fast timescales with instantaneous information exchange. Since traffic variation happens on a slower timescale in practice (compared to the timescale of scheduling) and there are limitations on the frequency with which a central controller can acquire traffic and service information from all BTS's, the spectrum allocation problem in this paper is solved by a central controller on a slow timescale as in [6] , [7] with aggregate traffic and service information.
In this work, we study resource allocation in dense deployed HetNets with traffic variations. The objective is to improve user QoS through spectrum resource adaptation on a slow timescale, as the long-term spatial load changes. The key is to link the spectrum and power resources in the physical layer to the QoS in the network layer. To do this, we use the service rates of the queues at all BTS's as this link. To be specific, a given spectrum allocation across cells induces an interference pattern and corresponding spectral efficiency on each segment of the spectrum. The spectral efficiencies along with the widths of the different segments of spectrum determine the service rate of each BTS, according to Shannon's capacity formula. The average packet delay at a given BTS is then determined by the service rate and the packet arrival rate. Thus an optimization problem can be formulated with the QoS as the objective, the spectrum allocation as desired variable, and the service rates as intermediate variables. Hence we consider the resource allocation problem as a joint physical layer and network layer optimization problem integrating results from both information theory and queueing theory.
The queueing scenario in our proposed system can be modeled by interactive queues. In general, it is difficult to get a closed-form steady state distribution of interactive queues. We use a conservative upper bound as an approximation of the average packet sojourn time. This upper bound is obtained by serving each queue independently at a conservative rate, which can be sustained regardless of the state of the other queues [8] . The spectrum allocation problem is formulated as a convex optimization problem, using the conservative upper bound. The geometric nature of the problem induces a special structure of the optimal solution. An efficient algorithm is provided to solve the optimization problem. Because of the use of conservative upper bound as objective, the optimum can be regarded as a QoS guarantee. According to the numerical results, the optimal solution greatly reduces the average packet delay in the heavy traffic regime compared to both orthogonal and full spectrum reuse allocations. The performance gain is observed mainly because each BTS is driven to allocate the right amount of spectrum to serve its own traffic demands, while leaving enough lightly loaded spectrum for adjacent BTS's.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider downlink data transmission in a HetNet with K randomly deployed BTS's. Denote the set of all BTS's as S = {1, . . . , K}. The K BTS's collectively share a unit bandwidth to serve their respective user equipments (UEs). A central controller determines which part of the spectrum is allocated to each BTS. Assuming the frequency resources are interchangeable, the problem is equivalent to deciding the bandwidth shared by each subset of BTS's, denoted by a 2 Ktuple: x = (x(B)) B∈2 S , where 2 S = {B|B ⊆ S} is the power set of S containing all combinations of BTS's (including the empty one), and x(B) ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of spectrum shared by BTS's in set B. Clearly, B∈2 S x(B) = 1, and any efficient allocation would set x(∅) = 0. For example, if K = 2, then there are basically three variables to decide on, x({1}), x({2}) and x({1, 2}), which denote the amount of spectrum allocated to BTS 1, BTS 2 exclusively and that shared by the two BTS's.
We next specify the relationship between spectrum allocation and the service rate at each BTS. The actual service rate in each cell depends on its own spectrum usage as well as the interference from other cells. To characterize the interaction among multiple BTS's, we define A(t) as the set of BTS's that are transmitting data to their UEs at time t. Since we are interested in the average performance over a slow timescale, the time index t will be omitted. The spectral efficiency of BTS i on a segment of spectrum denoted by s i (C) is a function of the set C, which contains the BTS's actively sharing it. The service rate in cell i when the active set is A is given by:
The intersection of sets in (1) is because among all BTS's in B, only those in B ∩ A are transmitting. For concreteness, let the spectral efficiency of BTS i with active set C be calculated as:
where 1 is the indicator funciton, p i is the constant transmit power spectral density (PSD), l i is the signal attenuation from BTS i to its UEs, which includes both pathloss and slowtime fading, I i (C) is the constant interference PSD when BTS's in C are generating interference, and n i is the noise PSD. The actual values of s i (C)'s depend on transmit PSD at each BTS, the path-loss model and network topology. The receivers of a cell are assumed to be at the same point to simplify the interference model. The model, however, can be refined to address the locations of UEs by considering finer classification of UEs within each cell. Since the optimization will be performed on a slow timescale, this information, i.e., s i (C)'s are assumed known by the central controller a priori.
User service requests are modeled as packet arrivals at each BTS following a Poisson process with rate λ i at BTS i. All packet lengths are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with unit mean. The objective is to minimize the average mean packet sojourn time through spectrum allocation, i.e., optimizing {x(B), B ∈ 2 S } for given λ i , s i (C), ∀i ∈ S, ∀C ∈ 2 S . To evaluate the flow-level performance, we assume user requests within a cell are processed according to a 'first come first serve' criterion.
The K-BTS network described above is a network of K interactive queues, where the service rate of each queue depends on the status of the other queues at the same time. Such an interactive queueing system is also referred to as a coupledprocessors model. In the special case of two coupled queues, finding the steady-state joint distribution can be formulated as a Riemann-Hilbert problem [9] . Two coupled processors with generally distributed service times have been studied in [10] , which shows the joint workload distribution is the solution to a boundary value problem. These results are difficult to use for numerical computation. Also, few results exist for more than two coupled queues. A numerical method for solving the average packet delay using semidefinite program has been proposed in [11] , which is again difficult to incorporate in our optimization. Here we use an upper bound on the true delay as the objective in the proposed optimization problem. The upper bound is achieved by decoupling the interactions among BTS's, which can be written in a simple closed form. Although the approximation is pessimistic, the effect on packet delay due to load variation is preserved.
III. THE SPECTRUM ALLOCATION PROBLEM
In this section, we introduce the upper bound of the mean sojourn time. The key is to assume each BTS always transmits at the worst-case rate, which is achievable regardless of other BTSs' states. This assumption is equivalent to assuming other BTS's are always backlogged and causing interference. Hence each BTS i serves its users with constant rate r i (S), which is given by (1) with A = S. From now on, we will use r i to denote r i (S) for simplicity. Therefore the K interactive queues become K independent M/M/1 queues with arrival rate λ i and service rate r i at BTS i. The mean packet sojourn time at BTS i takes a simple form [12] :
A. Optimization Problem
The spectrum allocation problem using the conservative approximation (3) is formulated as:
The objective (4a) is the weighted average mean packet sojourn time of the entire network, where the weight The convex optimization problem (4) has a unique globally optimal solution [13] . Due to the special geometric structure of (4), the optimal solution has the following property.
Theorem 1: The optimal solution of the K-BTS spectrum allocation problem divides the spectrum into at most K segments:
Proof: Denote the rate vector r and spectral efficiency vector of sharing combination B, s(B), as r = [r 1 , . . . , r K ] and s(B) = [s 1 (B), . . . , s K (B)]. According to (4b) to (4e), r ∈ R K + is a convex combination of the 2 K − 1 points {s(B) | B ∈ 2 S }, with coefficients {x(B) | B ∈ 2 S }, i.e., r = B∈2 S s(B)x(B). In other words, any r given by (4b) is in the convex hull of {s(B) | B ∈ 2 S }. By Carathéodory's Theorem [14] , r lies in a d-simplex with vertices in {s(B) | B ∈ 2 S } and d ≤ K, i.e., r can be written as a convex combination of x(B)'s with at most K + 1 nonzero x(B)'s. This holds for any r satisfying (4b) to (4e). Furthermore, the r * corresponding to the optimal solution to (4) must be Pareto optimal in terms of the rate allocation, i.e., there is no spectrum allocation x such that r * i ≤ B⊆S s(B)x(B), ∀i ∈ S and at least one inequality is strict. This is because any spectrum allocation that could increase the rate at any BTS without decreasing the rates at other BTS's would also decrease the objective (4a). Hence r * cannot be an interior point of the d-simplex, and must lie on some m-face of the d-simplex with m < d ≤ K. Therefore r * can be written as a convex combination of m + 1 ≤ K nonzero x(B)'s.
The geometric interpretation can be generalized to any subset of the K BTS's. 
B. An Efficient Algorithm
The structure of the optimal solution given by Theorem 1 suggests the possibility of solving (4) more efficiently in real systems. Originally we needed to determine the sizes of 2 K − 1 spectrum segments. The computational complexity is exponential in K using a standard convex optimization algorithm. By Theorem 1, we only need to decide the sizes of the K nonzero segments. The difficulty is that we do not know which K pieces out of the 2 K − 1 possibilities. Algorithm 0 is an iterative algorithm to efficiently solve the K-BTS spectrum allocation problem.
The algorithm requires to start at a feasible point. A standard method is to solve a modified version of optimization problem (4) by replacing the objective function (4a) with a constant. The resulting optimization problem can be transformed to a linear program in standard form, which can be solved using the simplex method [15] .
Starting from a feasible point (x 0 (B)) B∈2 S , let N be the candidate set, which initially includes the indices of those nonzero spectrum segments of the initial point. In each iteration, the algorithm finds the optimal solution within the candidate set N . After each iteration, the partial derivatives average packet arrival rate = 3 packet/sec average packet arrival rate = 9 packet/sec average packet arrival rate = 15 packet/sec average packet arrival rate = 21 packet/sec average packet arrival rate = 27 packet/sec Fig. 1 .
Approximated average delay versus number of iterations using Algorithm 0 with different average packet arrival rates.
with respect to all x(B)'s are calculated (including those not in N ). The K segments with the K smallest derivatives are added to the candidate set. (The number of variables added to the candidate set may be less than K, since some of the B's of the K smallest derivatives may already be in N .) The algorithm continues with the solution found in the last iteration as the new initial point and the expanded candidate set, until the candidate set stops growing. At the end of each iteration, if the solution is not optimal, there must be some B's outside the candidate set that have smaller partial derivatives. Since we only add more B's to the candidate set with each iteration, in the worst-case, the candidate set will eventually include all 2 K − 1 variables. Hence the proposed algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the global optimum.
The algorithm is more efficient when starting at an initial point with fewer nonzero spectrum segments. Therefore we can always use the full-spectrum-reuse allocation, x(S) = 1, as an initial point if it is feasible. Even if it is not, the solution obtained by the initialization method has no more than K + 1 nonzero spectrum segments according to the properties of basic feasible solution to a linear program [15] . Examples of delay versus number of iterations are shown in Fig. 1 with K = 7 and different traffic loads. In the simulation, Algorithm 1 starts with the full-spectrum-reuse allocation. The figure shows that the algorithm converges within a few iterations.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Performance of the Spectrum Allocation Method
In the simulation, we adopt the quantized HetNet model in [7] . A 100 × 100 m 2 area is quantized by hexagons with distance between the centers of adjacent hexagons being 20 m. Seven BTS's are uniformly randomly dropped at the vertices of the hexagons. UE locations within each hexagon are approximated by the center of the hexagon. UEs are assigned to their respectively nearest BTS's. If there is a tie, UEs in the hexagon are equally distributed to the nearest BTS's. We only consider path-loss in this simulation, although slow fading can orthogonal spectrum allocation full spectrum reuse allocation optimal solution of SAP Fig. 3 . Simulated average packet sojourn time using orthogonal spectrum allocation, full spectrum reuse allocation and the optimal solution of the spectrum allocation problem in light traffic. be easily incorporated. The average spectral efficiency of BTS i in (2) is calculated as the mean of the spectral efficiencies in the hexagons served by BTS i. Other parameters used in the simulation include: path-loss exponent is 3; transmit PSD is 1 watt/Hz for all BTS's; noise PSD is 0.125 micro-watt/Hz.
The approximate mean sojourn time in (4a) and the real mean sojourn time obtained by simulating the interactive queues using the uniformization method are shown in Fig. 2 for different traffic loads. Both the approximated delay and the real delay have similar trends as traffic increases.
The optimal orthogonal spectrum allocation and the full spectrum reuse allocation are compared with the optimal solution in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 3 shows the comparison in the light traffic regime. The average packet delay given by the optimal solution is between those given by the optimal orthogonal spectrum allocation and the full spectrum reuse allocation. Since traffic load is light, BTS's will have a larger fraction of time being empty. Hence the worst case transmit rate assumption exaggerates the harm of inter-cell interference. Due to rare concurrent transmissions among the BTS's, the full spectrum reuse allocation turns out to be more efficient. How- ever, as the average packet arrival rate increases, the optimal solution of (4) outperforms the other two spectrum allocation schemes as shown in Fig. 4 . Due to increasing impact of intercell interference, the optimal orthogonal spectrum allocation becomes more efficient than the full spectrum reuse allocation as well. However, after the average packet arrival rate reaches 27 packets/sec, there is no orthogonal spectrum allocation that maintains the stability of the system. On the other hand, the optimal solution of (4) remains stable. Since the optimization problem exhaust all spectrum sharing possibilities, traffic and topology driven spectrum reuse is realized in the heavy traffic regime.
The optimal solutions for different average packet arrival rates are shown in Fig. 5 . Each subplot in the figure is the spectrum partition for a specific average packet arrival rate, with only the nonzero segments. Each row of a subplot is the spectrum usage of the corresponding BTS. Each BTS only transmits on the shaded pieces of spectrum in its row. By counting the number of pieces in the partition, we can verify Theorem 1. Note that in the light traffic regime, the optimal solution still orthogonalizes the spectrum usage among BTS's to some extent, which is why the optimal solution is worse than the full spectrum reuse allocation in this regime. (This is due to the conservative approximation of the true objective.)
B. Power Control
All the discussions and results so far are based on the assumption that the spectral efficiencies under different partitions are fixed. This assumption helps us simplify the relationship between the spectrum allocation and the service rates. In fact, the service rates are linear functions of the spectrum variables. The assumption is true if all BTS's transmit with fixed power spectral density. However, in practice, we may have a fixed total transmit power constraint at each BTS instead. Hence power control becomes an issue. For example, the spectral efficiencies should be higher for the orthogonal allocation, since each BTS could concentrate all its power on the piece of spectrum exclusively used by itself.
The joint power control and spectrum allocation problem is in general more complicated. Hence we provide a simple solution using alternative spectrum and power updates. We start with fixed s i (C) assuming each BTS uniformly allocates its maximum transmit power across the whole spectrum. We iterate between the following two updates:
1. Update the spectrum allocation x(B), ∀B ∈ 2 S with the current s i (C), ∀i ∈ S, ∀C ∈ 2 S by solving the spectrum allocation problem. 2. Update the spectral efficiencies s i (C), ∀i ∈ S, ∀C ∈ 2 S with the current x(B), ∀B ∈ 2 S by letting each BTS i uniformly allocate its maximum transmit power over the spectrum it uses, which includes x(B)'s, with i ∈ B. The iteration terminates unti x(B), ∀B ∈ 2 S converges (This is not guaranteed). The average packet sojourn time after the spectrum allocation update and the spectral efficiency update at each iteration is shown in Fig. 6 for an average packet arrival rate per BTS of 24 packets/second. The figure shows that the delay performance converges very quickly. The mean sojourn times decrease substantially after the first spectral efficiency update. This is because at this average packet arrival rate both allocations orthogonalize the spectrum use among neighboring BTS's to some extent. This kind of convergence behavior can be expected in general, since spatial reuse will occur in the optimal solution. With each BTS using a fairly large amount of the spectrum, the spectral efficiencies will not change much after several iterations.
Although all BTS's have the same transmit PSD in the simulations, the proposed spectrum allocation problem and algorithm can be directly applied to HetNets with arbitrary power, topology and traffic conditions.
V. CONCLUSION
We have formulated a joint physical layer and network layer optimization problem to minimize average delay in HetNets using the combination of information theory and queueing theory. The optimization problem takes traffic arrival rates and spectral efficiencies as the input and gives the spectrum partition as the output. Numerical results obtained by simulating the interactive queues suggest the optimal solution of the proposed spectrum allocation achieves a significant delay performance gain in the heavy traffic regime, compared to both orthogonal and full spectrum reuse allocations. For future work, we plan to look for a more accurate approximation of the average packet sojourn time in order to improve the performance in the light and moderate traffic regimes, since the conservative approximation presented has ignored the impact of traffic variations on inter-cell interference.
